
COVID-19 is Expanding the
Horizons of Science

The pandemic has raised many important questions— 
How far are we from �nding a cure? How many more 
months before the lockdown ends? Is there a way to really 
�ght the virus? No other event in recent human history has 
forced so much intelligence to come together. The best 
medical professionals and healthcare experts around the 
world are forced to admit that they are still clueless on how 
to deal with COVID-19.  
Read More

Coronavirus Cases

The Director of All India Institute of Medical 
Sciences (AIIMS) warns against relaxing 
norms for lockdown, says we must contin-
ue for some more time and be prepared 
for a spike in the coming months. He also 
said that the COVID-19 curve is likely to 
peak in June or July, emphasizing why we 
need to be more prepared.
Read More

WHO claims that the lockdowns could 
return if countries do not manage the 
transition in a phased manner. Direc-
tor-General Tedros Adhanom Ghebreye-
sus emphasised on the importance of 
surveillance controls and health system 
preparedness to control the outbreak 
among a series of steps countries must 
take to �ght the pandemic
Read More

United States President Donald Trump 
claims that the country has �attened the 
curve on the pandemic and is in the next 
stage of the battle— a safe phased stage 
and that of gradual opening. 
Read More
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Can India Help Reshape Global Healthcare in a 
Post-Covid World?
Renewed scrutiny of the global public health systems, the 
emphasis on strengthening international cooperation and 
enhanced data sharing, the world is changing and it is clear, 
now more than ever, that global health concerns cannot be 
centred around or dictated by High Income Countries 
alone. The big question is— what is India’s role in this new 
world order? Can we take the lead in reshaping the global 
health agenda?
Read More

Policy Matters

India

Global

*Figures as on 7 May, 2020

Confirmed
53,045

Deaths
1,787

Recovered
15,331

Confirmed
3,843,524

Deaths
265,665

Recovered
1,314,586

https://www.livemint.com/news/india/coronavirus-cases-in-india-likely-to-peak-in-jun-jul-aiims-director-guleria-11588792741780.html
https://www.thehindu.com/news/international/who-warns-of-new-lockdowns-if-transition-not-managed-carefully/article31521023.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/news/international/trump-says-us-has-flattened-coronavirus-curve/article31514708.ece
https://www.sentinelassam.com/national-news/who-reforms-and-reimagining-global-public-health-can-india-play-a-role-470969
https://www.livemint.com/opinion/columns/the-boost-that-coronavirus-has-given-the-cause-of-science-11588786768248.html
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Together with my colleague Union 
AYUSH Minister Shri  @shripadynaik  ji, 
I will launch three inter-disciplinary stud-
ies involving AYUSH interventions for 
the #COVID-19 situation. These trials 
are being done jointly by  @ICMRDELHI  
,  @CSIR_IND  &  @moayush.

Dr Harsh Vardhan 
@drharshvardhan

Publichealth experts in Uttar Pradesh, 
pl let the administration know that the 
policing approach has never, never 
worked in tackling an epidemic/ 
pandemic/publichealth crisis anywhere 
in the world. Pl learn from the past. 
Policing approach failed with HIV/AIDS 
as well.

PatralekhaChatterjee
@patralekha2011

The Centre plans to turn train coaches 
into coronavirus care centres and they 
will be parked at 215 stations across 
the country. The plan from the Railway 
Ministry to prepare for a sudden spurt in 
coronavirus cases in the country. The 
state governments will have to map at 
least one hospital dedicated for the 
treatment of coronavirus to each train, 
so the patients can be shifted in case of 
emergency.
Read More
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Research Using Organoids to Pave Way for COVID-19 
Solutions
Leading scientists say that a technique using lab-grown tiny 
human organs to study viral diseases can accelerate 
research on the novel coronavirus, and pave the way for new 
COVID-19 therapies. According to Josef Penninger, Director, 
Life Science Institute at the University of British Columbia 
(UBC) in Canada, “research using organoids can open new 
doors for studying COVID-19 symptoms. The scientists led 
by Hans Clevers had previously developed a new method to 
grow snake venom gland cells as organoids.” 
Read More

Working With the Private Sector to Meet UHC Targets  
We cannot achieve the aim of Universal Healthcare Cover-
age if we do not recognize the role of private sector in accel-
erating and amplifying efforts towards improving health for 
all. It is time to acknowledge wrinkles in the system like 
extreme fragmentation in health eco system, the disjointed 
voice of the private sector which is often not heard and 
many others. From improving access by scaling innovations 
to assuring quality is achieved in healthcare, it is important 
to understand that the fate of both public and private 
sectors are intertwined in its common national destiny.
Read More

Technology

https://www.ndtv.com/india-news/coronavirus-care-centres-on-wheels-railways-to-use-coaches-at-215-stations-2224524?pfrom=home-coronavirus-lateststories_live
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/blogs/voices/role-of-private-sector-towards-universal-health-coverage-in-india/
https://www.livemint.com/news/india/covid-19-drug-development-lab-grown-mini-human-organs-may-play-key-role-11588831378605.html
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